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Heritage Arts:

Crocheting

1st

Peggy Beres

Needlework

1st

Alice Smith

Quilting Machine Stitched

1st

Joan Taylor

Woodcarving

1st

Joan Taylor

Wood Working

1st

Billy Harrison

China Painting

1st

Jane Tyson

2nd

Carol Yager

Crocheting

Crocheted Tablecloth by Peggy Beres

Needlework
“PRET TY HEARTS” DRESSER SCARF BY ALICE SMITH

Quilting (Machine Stitched)
T - S H I R T Q U I LT B Y J O A N TAY L O R

Woodcarving
O L D M I L L R E L I E F C A R V I N G B Y J O A N TAY L O R

Woodworking
F I L E C A B I N E T B Y B I L LY H A R R I S O N

China Painting
MAGNOLIA MAGNIFICENT BY JANE TYSON

China Painting
S A N TA ’ S W O R K S H O P B Y C A R O L YA G E R

Acrylics

Visual Arts:

1st

Sharon Russell

2nd

Vicki Thatcher

3rd

John Althouse

Mixed Media

1st

Billy Harrison

Oil

1st

John Althouse

2nd

Sharon Russell

1st

Allen Futrelle

2nd

John Althouse

3rd

Julie Batchelor

1st

Sharon Russell

Digital Photo

Watercolor

Acrylics
SHIFTING TIDE BY SHARON RUSSELL

Acrylics
DRESSED FOR MARKET BY VICKI THATCHER

Acrylics
WOLF BRANCH CREEK BY JOHN
ALTHOUSE

Mixed Media
FI SHING LURES BY BILLY HARRISON

Oil
HI GH L A KE BY J O HN A LT HO US E

L I V E OA K BY S HA RO N R U S S EL L

Digital
Photography
EYE SAYS IT ALL BY ALLEN FUTRELLE

Digital
Photography
GREAT BLUE BY J OHN ALTHOUSE

Digital
Photography
PEANUTS BY JULIE BATCHELOR

Digital
Photography
PURPLE IRIS BY JOAN TAYLOR

Watercolor
E A R LY M O R N I N G C A L M B Y S H A R O N R U S S E L L

Small Vocal Group
F O R E V E R FA I T H F U L

E S S AY

1ST

PAT S Y K E N N E D Y L A I N

POEM

1ST

PAT S Y K E N N E D Y L A I N

2ND

J O H N A LT H O U S E

1ST

PAT S Y K E N N E D Y L A I N

2ND

L I N D A B E R G M A N - A LT H O U S E

Literary Arts:
SHORT STORY

Essay: Pandemic Thoughts by Patsy Kennedy Lain

I was sick with several symptoms of COVID19 from December 2020 and spent that month up until mid-March 2021 fighting a cough, cold and fevers. It
began with a headache, then a cough, fevers, and then, this COVID19 came around. I finally went to the doctor the third week of March finding that
whatever cold and cough I had been fighting resulted in pneumonia.
I believe there was a connection to the COVID19 virus in my inability to conquer my cough even though I had broken several fevers over those three
months. Yes, I am at risk of course being over 65 and additionally at risk due to being sick previously which had left me with a weakened immune system.
However, I did stay home from January 2021 and only went out as necessary in order not to spread germs or contract any germs.
My sister-in-law was sick in February 2021 from the same symptoms and hospitalized, plus my neighbor was also sick. Even though we had already
passed it around, I still stayed away. About the first of March as noted above, I felt the cough being worse and went to the at that time. We were all already
social distancing ourselves and staying home at that time and continue to do so. Other than being sick, I have enjoyed being home. It has been easier for me
because I live alone most times.
I thank God for my resilience and in finally getting over that cold and cough. The power of Our Savior has been and always is superb. I prayed that
scientists found a cure as soon as possible, and we now at least have a vaccine. I feel for everyone and worry about the final outcome for many, but since it's
out of my hands, I pray for the best for all of us.
Even though these are hard times and harder times are expected, I know in my heart something good shall come out of this traumatic event as it
often does in the end. I feel these good events may be as simple as the following:
1. the return to the closeness of families;
2. parents might actually enjoy their children, share just TIME with them which so many never receive or minimally received prior to the pandemic;
3. people may realize how some of the material and/or lavish items we own, want, try to buy and think we can't live without including those we work so
hard to retain are truly unnecessary;
4. finding the family doesn't need a second car or a big house;
5. learn to be truly free from being so tied to tight schedules, long commutes, and distancing yourself via work may be unnecessary in the future;
6. realize how much they truly are missing in life, in their children and family's lives by being so scheduled, work, work, work;
7. find there is time and realize how to make time; and finally
8. gain the power of living a new way with less, but truly more, and truly being happy, satisfied and contented.
I am sure there are many more changes that can happen, good changes that have and can happen. Those listed above are just some of my thoughts
on the subject. I strongly believe that something good can, often does and will come from this horrific event, and that our country will continue to rise to the
occasion and join together, unifying into a strong nation taking care of each other as needed through this situation. May God bless each and every one and
maintain our sensibility and wellbeing during this continued crisis.

Poem: Serenity by Patsy Kennedy Lain
Fading into the forest, Willow sought solitude, silent surroundings of quiet veins scattered
throughout twisted turns, banks where animals hunted, humans sauntered captivated by raw
nature.
Enchanted she strolled crooked timbers, pathways overflowing with lush branches, babbling
brooks trickled over rocks, run streamed atop standup stones sprawling between thickened trails
holding dense, dangling foliage.
Willow roamed down darker footpaths thieving adventure like a thief slyly steals into the night
to nick a desired prize; she swiped sights, sounds creaking in thickets where wildlife wandered,
tracked, and nibbled.
Willow journeyed deeper into narrow groves, crossed channels reaching secluded hollows,
hideaways bewitched by tranquil woodlands of shadowed silhouettes, unruffled dells similar to
rainforest passages covered by vine, brush shading sunlight.
Beckoned by calmness she entered paradise, a splendid setting of crooning songbirds, squirrels
frolicking alongside other small animals in a vast wilderness, and Willow watched butterflies
swirl beside nectar seeking bees as she sat in sheer bliss, peacefulness.

Poem: Haiku The Deer by John Althouse
Shadows deep in green
From within a deer appears
And is gone again

Short Story: Granny in a Lineup by Patsy Kennedy Lain: Part 1
There she was posed, like in a model in a styled photograph, standing in a lineup at the Sheriff Department of all places, my Granny of all people. My mind was screaming,
"Gosh darn! What is going on? Granny in a line-up!"
Even after taking a second look, she was indeed standing in front of the lines marked on the wall that reflected different heights of criminals.
There Granny was just as plain as day, all 5½ feet of her and probably 140 pounds wet. Granny was voguing alone and looked like she was happy as ever, like it was just another
day. Again my mind wondered what she'd done. Plus, the entire family stared back and forth at each other with curiosity.
Standing steadfastly in her Sunday best, those clean tan shoes not matching her same old brown leather bag crinkled from years of use, she waited patiently with that purse on
her folded left arm. Her other hand clutched the umbrella with its beautiful adornment of assorted silk flowers. She carried that umbrella everywhere whether rain was
expected or not. And lastly, she also held a sign in front of herself with her left hand that showed those awful numbers identifying her as an arrested criminal.
Again, I questioned to myself, "For what?“
Granny's glasses dangled around her neck, and she seemed to be partially smiling in her on special way. She was always smiling though, nothing new.
Apparently, the Sheriff Deputy had allowed her that one phone call prior to having her stand in a lineup alone. Granny called us saying she was at the Sheriff Department and
needed a ride. She hung up before telling us why. So, the family, all five of us, piled in the car, and rushed down to the station to rescue her, we thought. Now at this point we
didn't know if we could. We were whispering between ourselves,
"How could you arrest Granny of all people? Who could arrest her? Why did they arrest my Granny? Surely, they have made a big mistake."
The deputy arrived in the conference room where they had stowed us after seeing Granny in the lineup. He stated Granny had been shopping at the local department store, and
"accidentally" as she put it "stuck one item inside her purse" and the security guard grabbed and held her until the cops arrived to arrest her. The look on our faces reflected our
thoughts,
"Now really, Granny stealing!"
Then I thought,
"No way, she had more cash than the universe; she doesn't steal and didn't need to steal. If anyone would need arresting maybe one of us, but never Granny! No way!"
Of course, the deputy said Granny's statement was that she didn't steal anything, it was just a misunderstanding by that angry security guard as she was just hanging on to the
item while she finished shopping.
According to Granny, told by the deputy at this point, it was a small, thin item and she could not place it in the cart as it would fall through. So, that just made us even more
curious as to what that item could be.
They finally escorted Granny to the same conference room as we were being kept so we could talk with her. She sat down at the end of the table and began squirming in her
seat, and then she smiled after setting her purse on the table hooking her umbrella to the side of it.
She cleared her throat and said,

Short Story: Granny in a Lineup by Patsy Kennedy Lain: Part 2
"Well", smiling, "I suppose you are going to find out anyway. I was only trying to practice a safe rendezvous. You see Mr. Longley and I were
to meet this afternoon at the Hot Date Saloon around 1 pm. After a little toddy and some flirtation, we were going to check into the All
Nightery Hotel right down the street together as Mr. and Mrs. Carnal. And I only placed the item in my purse because it would have fallen
through, but I also
didn't want the world to know I was purchasing such a thing as condoms at my age."
Our mouths fell wide open, and Mother placed her hand over her mouth moaning in complete shock trying not to scream, which was
certainly her dramatic nature. Dad was just snickering and turning away so Mother wouldn't see his reaction.
Granny cleared her throat again and continued, "I was going to pay for them at the register, but that stupid security guard screwed up and
made a scene in front of everyone. He was shouting and dragging me by the arm to an office. I was so embarrassed because there was Mrs.
Johnson and Mrs. Jones shopping and staring. I didn't do anything wrong until I stomped his foot trying to get loose from him, but that didn't
work."
Granny sat silent for a moment looking like she was happy as a lark and seemingly sure from her actions that she had not done anything
wrong especially not stolen. We all just looked at her in complete surprise saying nothing at the moment.
Then Granny said her last words,
"Now you know, I might be a little gray, slower and older but I am not dead yet. I could surely enjoy a spicy date or two. We did want be
responsible and practice safe sex after all."
Well, that did it for all of us. We all broke loose and roared to the top of our lungs while Granny just sat there grinning. Let me tell you, the
cop was trying not to burst out laughing and turned away. We, however, giggled our butts off, and our dear Mother just went all bashful-like
telling us to shoo before everyone noticed or heard what was going on. Of course, her shooing only made us laugh harder, louder, and much
more intensely, even rambunctiously. We were hooting, hollering, and shouting to the top of our lungs. By this time, Mother had turned a
bright beet red, but not Granny. Some of us were rolling in the floor as the cop slipped away still trying not to bust his gut. Our Mother was
certainly embarrassed, continually saying "Oh my, oh my goodness." But sweet Granny just smiled.

Short Story:
Foreign Oysters by
Linda BergmanAlthouse
Part 1

I have to admit, this is a huge adventure for me, trying oysters for the first time. I wouldn’t be doing this at all, if my boyfriend
hadn’t dared me. I hate it when he calls me chicken. I know I’m twenty-seven-years-old and that middle school stuff shouldn’t
phase me, but it does. He does. Like he’s the big, bad police officer, which of course, he is! Eric feels the need to educate me on
everything southern and especially, coastal! I can’t even tell you what an oyster looks like, but my Aunt Lorene used to add them
to a dressing she brought for Thanksgiving dinner when I lived in Illinois. I always stuck with Mom’s sage though, because the
unfamiliar word, “oyster,” just didn’t sound good. Actually, I think Aunt Lorene is the only relative at our holiday gatherings who
ever ate the oyster dressing. “You mean, stuffin’, Colbi,” Eric corrects me when I say dressing. “Dressing - stuffing, pop - soda,
supper - dinner. It’s a different language in the Midwest.” I had to learn English all over again after moving south. I readjust Dad’s
Slazenger golf cap by splitting my brunette ponytail down the middle and simultaneously pulling both sides of my hair in opposite
directions, tightening the blue scrunchie. The long string of people waiting at the front entrance of oyster heaven winds into an
enormous spool that will slowly thread its way through the door, eventually gaining entry to the, unusual for me, seafood feast.
There’s obviously an insatiable appetite for oysters in Onslow County. “That line must be a mile long!” fourteen-year-old Dakota,
my precious foster charge sitting in the back seat, whines. “It’s too hot to stand out there for food. Let’s just go to McDonalds.”
Her request meets with silence, not that I would disagree with that gem of an idea, but Eric really wants to do this for us. An
orange vested, oyster attendant waves us to the back parking area, the VIP section. After Eric parks, the apparently familiar guide
literally pulls him from the car. “Hey, my man.” “Hey Lester.” They slap hands hard and knock each other around. “I’ve got your
passes right here. Just wear these, and its oyster time, my man.” “Thanks buddy.” Eric hands each of us a neon green wristband.
As intended, I slip the wristband on my wrist, but Eric attaches his to a belt loop, and Dakota slips hers through her triple strand
heart chocker. Guess that makes me ‘RGO,’ routine guy out. Yellow-aproned workers, barely visible through the billowing steam,
hover like nurturing spirits in an ethereal world tending to tightly aligned rows of oyster bins. An obviously seasoned worker
mechanically moves at a deliberate pace scooping dirty oysters over and over with a shovel while they’re sprayed and spun in the
circular, grated cleaning machine. The operation of an unusual silver contraption that squirts blobs of sticky, ivory dough into a
vat of grease is entrusted to an apple-cheeked senior citizen who has probably birthed many a traditionally southern, golden
brown hushpuppy. Men in rubber aprons and high-water boots lug heavy, steaming silver buckets to rows of tall tables in the
open-air pavilion at the Swansboro Rotary Civic Center and heave their contents onto a trough. Eric positions us at the end of a
table close to the busy preparation area. He empties his Piggly Wiggly bag containing stacks of saltines, gloves, short fat knives
with wooden handles and a bundle of small towels onto the clean metal of our chosen trough. “Stay right here, girls. I’ll go get
the butter and the sauce.” The room is louder than a rock concert and packed with oyster fans. At least 100 decibels above
normal conversation, people yell to be heard over huge helpings of full and heavy, jagged oyster shells crashing onto the metal
tables as they’re dumped from the steaming buckets. Simultaneously, the clanking of hard but empty, irregular shaped waste
hitting the aluminum garbage cans under the table reverberates as the inedible part of the oyster is discarded through the
smartly engineered refuse hole in the middle of the table. Dakota and I quickly surmise that arms held high in the air signal a
demand for more oysters. Those arms display yellow bands. Ours are green like the workers. Have I just been initiated into a
network I’ve disapproved of for years? It’s different here. There are more favors floating around in the south than parachuting
seeds from mature dandelions and probably rooted as deeply as lions’ teeth. Fresh faced Dakota, enticed by the excitement
around her, throws her arm into the air and immediately a hot pile of rough, discombobulated shells are thrown onto the table
before us. Fortunately, Eric soon returns with Styrofoam cups filled to the brim with dipping sauces; a couple red shrimp cocktail
types and butter. We wait patiently to be shown our next move. “I want you girls to know that oysters are very good for you.
Really! They pack all kinds of vitamins and minerals like zinc, iron, Vitamin D and a whole bunch more good stuff,” Eric campaigns
solidly but not 100% convincingly in support of the oyster! “Some people think oysters are kinda sexy,” Eric whispers my way,
“because they give you a lot of energy, put you in a good mood and boosts your libido!” He raises his eyebrows twice and smiles.

Short Story:
Foreign Oysters by
Linda BergmanAlthouse
Part 2

I don’t. It doesn’t take long to get a handle on the poke and twist method of popping the oyster shell open
at the hinge with the stubby knives, but Eric is quick to continue our formal education. “We aren’t merely
popping oysters open. We’re shucking. Removing the meat of the mollusk from its hold is not easy for most
novices,” Eric explains. “The abductor muscle stump refuses to give it up sometimes. There’s a trick to that
too.” Okay, that’s all I want to know about this miniature animal food source. There is more than a look to an
oyster, so much more. You see the whitish gray, wet blob inside the jagged shell, but there is also the sea
fragrance, the feel, the texture, your crazy imagination and your graduation after meeting the challenge of
conquering your intense hesitation and very real fear that this slimy, exalted globule might not stay down. I
go for it anyway. “I’m going cold turkey on this first one, no sauce. I want the reality of the oyster; the taste,
the feel and the smell,” I broadcast bravely, above the celebratory noise, to all at our table. My teeth detect
an unusual texture. “I think I’m eating sand,” I exclaim with a scrunched face, but I don’t spit it out. I quickly
search for the positive. Maybe that’s the textural element of this experience, so I’m willing to accept that as
not too bad. “They’re slick, slimy blobs and …. drippy, too. They don’t have much taste,” Dakota voices
harshly. Kids are so honest. Her brutal evaluation is met with groans and dismissive waves from the obvious
oyster fanatics on the other end of the table. While Dakota can’t seem to find the appeal, I pop another in
my mouth and chew closed mouthed through a smile at our neighbors, but it’s honest. The subtle ocean
taste is addictive. I go for another one with a little drawn butter. “Dakota, they might taste better if you dip
them in the sauce and chew a few times. Don’t suck on ‘em like a cough drop,” Eric coaches. “Here, let me
tie this towel around your neck so you don’t drip sauce on Avril’s face. I know that’s your favorite t-shirt.” He
responsively tends to her like a big brother and runs down tonight’s menu alternatives. “If you really don’t
like ‘em, there’s fried halibut, barbeque, hot dogs, clam chowder, coleslaw and hushpuppies,” “Gotta be
somethin’ here you like, kiddo.” “Are there any pearls in these?” Dakota queries. “Probably not,” I reply too
hastily, snuffing out the hottest spark she’s shown since we got here. “But who knows,” I add full tilt. It’s a
mystery to me, too. Dakota’s face lights up. “Now, finding a pearl would be worth eating these.” Holding the
speared oyster up to get a closer look, she mentally debates whether it’s going into her mouth or returning
to the shell. She’s such a kid, a great kid! I find it hard to think about everything Dakota is going through at
such a young age, but I’m glad she’s here and safe, with me. “I am completely, from top to bottom, stuffed. I
swear I’ve eaten at least fifty,” I proclaim, while swiping a hand towel across my cheeks and chin. The
possibility of food crumbs, wet or dry, that didn’t quite make it into my mouth, but could be embedded on
my face would prove embarrassing around someone who doesn’t know me well enough to point it out.
Dakota might tell me. “More like seventy. You really put “em away. I told you you’d like ‘em, but Dakota
couldn’t hang. She finally gave up and opted for the All-American hotdog.” “Yeah, I saw that. Did she just go
for another one?” “I think so. Since we’re all pretty full, we’d better head back to Locus Point. School
tomorrow for the teenager, right?” As we’re leaving, I place $30.00 into the metal, coffee canister requesting
donations for victims of a recent house fire. Of course, it’s a nice thing to do, but it makes me feel better
about accepting the green “good-ole-boy” wristband. The room is still full to capacity. Looking back, I see
the table we vacated is now occupied with four more voracious oyster appetites. I realize the oyster
experience is more than just eating, there’s a watercolor art to it and almost ceremonial with the ritualistic
steps involved to ensure one enjoys the experience fully. The element of risk and potential injury while
unlocking the shell adds excitement, mystery, and the extreme difference from the hard and dangerous shell
to the soft belly inside is a delightful contrast. Plus, if what Eric says about oysters is true, every adult in this
pavilion, minus two, will be having sex tonight.

